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About This Content

The Original Soundtrack of Remothered: Tormented Fathers is composed by Nobuko Toda (Final Fantasy, Halo, Metal Gear
Solid) and Luca Balboni (who wrote the music for feature films such as Mine and Watch Them Fall).

The soundtrack features all the tunes included in Remothered: Tormented Fathers. More than a hour of music that will drag you
back to Richard Felton’s house and will make you relive the spooky atmosphere of the game.

Tracklist

01. Prelude (Top of the World) [2:55]
02. Our Story [2:37]

03. To Say Goodbye [1:23]
04. The Arrival [1:12]

05. God's Lethal Creatures [2:46]
06. Illness is a Murderer [1:28]

07. The Gardener [2:32]
08. Missing [3:38]

09. Phenoxyl [6:40]
10. Tormented Fathers [2:03]

11. Red Nun [2:20]
12. A Mother's Love [2:44]

13. Split [2:42]
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14. Jennifer [1:36]
15. Ashmanns' Heir [4:06]
16. Deadly Swing [5:34]

17. Ashes [2:22]
18. The Fall [2:00]

19. Forgiveness [5:05]
20. Hope on Top of the World [3:44]
21. Lullaby for a Broken Heart [1:22]

22. Top of the World (Two Hearts Never Lonely) [4:04]

The soundtrack is 64 minutes long. It is both in FLAC lossless format and MP3 (encoded at 320kbps). After purchasing
and downloading this DLC, the soundtrack can be found inside Remothered: Tormented Fathers root directory on Steam. To

access this folder, right click on Remothered: Tormented Fathers in your Steam library and select properties. Inside the pop up,
choose the local files tab and click the browse local files button. You should see the soundtrack in the folder that appears.
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Publisher:
Darril Arts
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remothered tormented fathers - original soundtrack

having EFX on in OpenAL options (it's on by default) causes huge stutters in all audio channels. not really playable atm..
Velocibox is yet another twitch action 3D endless runner with little to offer apart from extreme difficulty.

I don't actually mind difficult games as long as they offer compelling gameplay too. Unfortunately the gameplay in Velocibox is
extremely simple and there's little reward for getting better and progressing further in the game.

The biggest problem here are the controls, however. They are rather floaty and unresponsive, so the only way to improve your
score is to memorize the level patterns. This kind of game design is something I find extremely tedious and not fun at all.

I didn't like Velocibox much and I wouldn't recommend it.

The good:
- Not much

The bad:
- Floaty controls
- Relies too much on pattern memorization
- No 16:10 support. Scrapping my whole review.
Infact, you shouldn't get this software over Vegas Pro 14.
The only good thing about this version is that it can open mp4 files, which Vegas Pro 14 couldn't. (I had to install QuickTime
for Vegas 14 to open mp4 files)
I heared that rendering times were improved, which I can notice sometimes, but thats the only good thing about this software,
and its NOT worth getting it over that.
They completely ruined the look, I assume they tried to make it look easier, which just made it look stupid, and the lagg, its
unbelievable.
At first I thought it was just because I'm running it on a 1080ti (Which is meant for gaming, so software such as Vegas will lagg
on it)
When I tried out Vegas Pro 14, the preview ran on "Best (Full)" without lagg, and on 15 I actually barely run it on "Draft
(Quarter)"

I suggest if you really wanna try this out, then download a trial somewhere first.
But just get Vegas Pro 14 and you'll be okay.. Thumbs down
The developer removed most of the achievements in this game and added an achievement which is broken
Therefore, we not only lost many achievements but also a perfect game
Congratulations! You lost a customer and angered many achievement hunters
I won't buy any of your games anymore. Very fun and original, cool graphics and a nice game to let friends and family test out
VR.
The game is bit short, but I enjoyed the hour it took me to complete it.
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Graphic 9/10
Controles 2/10
Story 4/10
Overall 4/10. 10/10 very awesome game :D. It's a fun arcade shooter.
-Nice variety of ships to choose.
-Good selection of power ups.
-I like the multiplier mechanic.
-Had a problem with it loading early on but the developer was quick to help.
. Best $5 ever spent. Brilliant watch for any football manager fan! Even had my beloved Derby County featured! UP THE
RAMS!
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